
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of technician, clinical.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for technician, clinical

Establish billing/vendor numbers/override account numbers
Determine appointments per protocol in Minimal Risk Studies
Train/teach new technicians about study protocol
Obtain patient history and adjust testing techniques to evaluate for specific
results
Analyze and integrate collected information in order to perform an
appropriate study, meet the patient’s special requirements, and determine
final testing parameters/procedures
Record and monitors physiological data applying knowledge of EEG, evoked
potentials, and EMG
Recognize normal and abnormal waveforms, latencies, or amplitudes, stages
of sleep, artifact, medication or anesthesia affect
Complete required paperwork, data entry and documentation in a timely
manner
Perform a variety of routine and complex blood drawing procedures including
but not limited to venipuncture, finger and heel sticks, accessing central
venous catheters, blood cultures and bleeding times
Be working under the supervision of and in collaboration with, the Principal,
Schedule Management, the Clinical Technician I is an individual with basic
clinical and technical patient care experience who provides ancillary
assistance to clinical staff of the operating room, anesthesiology department,
ambulatory surgery unit and PACU environment by assisting in inventory
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Qualifications for technician, clinical

Understanding cell culture basics such as Laboratory safety, aseptic technique
Proficiency in Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel in perform data analysis
Demonstrate initiative by independently identifying and developing solutions
to problems
3-5 years' experience in clinical pathology/laboratory setting
Understand and closely follow relevant Good Laboratory Practices (GLPs)
Demonstrated ability to be detailed-oriented, organized, dedicated, multitask
with ease, and work well in a team setting within a diverse group of
individuals


